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Creating Mobile Apps with Sencha Touch 2Packt Publishing, 2013

	If you have basic to intermediate knowledge of Sencha Touch, this tutorial will give you a deep insight into its full capabilities when creating mobile apps. Learn the language through building ten unique applications.


	Overview

	
		Learn the Sencha Touch programming language by building real, working...
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Managed DirectX 9 Kick Start : Graphics and Game ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2003
Managed DirectX was released with the latest version of the core DirectX libraries in DirectX9. It enables developers using the new .NET languages (i.e. C#, VB.NET, etc.) to develop rich multimedia applications with DirectX. Unfortunately the Managed DirectX runtime was released without adequate documentation, and developers are having a hard time...
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Microsoft  Excel  VBA Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2007
If you are new to programming with Microsoft Excel VBA and are looking for a solid introduction, this is the book for you. Developed by computer science professors, books in the "for the absolute beginner" series teach the principles of programming through simple game creation. Microsoft Excel VBA Programming for the Absolute Beginner,...
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High-Throughput Image Reconstruction and Analysis (Bioinformatics & Biomedical Imaging)Artech House Publishers, 2009

	Progress in biology is dependent on the ability to observe, measure, and model the behavior of organisms at multiple levels of abstraction, from the microscopic to the macroscopic. There has been a tremendous growth recently in the techniques to probe the structure and workings of cellular and organ-level mechanisms. Significant advances have...
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GameMaker: Studio For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	Get gaming faster with the official guide to GameMaker: Studio


	GameMaker: Studio allows you to create your own games, even with zero coding experience, and GameMaker: Studio For Dummies is a complete guide to the ins and outs of the program. Create the game you've always wanted to play in record time and at a...
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Procedural Content Generation for C++ Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2016

	Get to know techniques and approaches to procedurally generate game content in C++ using Simple and Fast Multimedia Library


	About This Book

	
		This book contains a bespoke Simple and Fast Multimedia Library (SFML) game engine with complete online documentation
	
		Through this book, you'll...
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Level of Detail for 3D Graphics (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2002
"I'm really happy with what Luebke et al. have created. It's exactly what I would want to find on the shelf if I needed to implement some LOD techniques in a game."
Mark DeLoura, Sony Computer Entertainment America

"This is the first and only book that provides a comprehensive coverage about level of detail. When you...
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Mathematics for 3D Game Programming and Computer Graphics, Second Edition (Game Development Series)Charles River, 2003
This completely updated second edition illustrates the mathematical concepts that a game programmer would need to develop a professional-quality 3D engine. Although the book is geared toward applications in game development, many of the topics appeal to general interests in 3D graphics. It starts at a fairly basic level in areas such as vector...
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iPad: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Apple’s wildly popular iPad and new iPad Mini come jam-packed with features, like access to your media library from the Web, Siri voice control, and seamless Facebook and Twitter integration. But to tap your iPad’s potential, you need a trustworthy owner’s manual. This bestselling book shows you how to import,...
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Unity 2018 Cookbook: Over 160 recipes to take your 2D and 3D game development to the next level, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop quality game components and solve common gameplay problems with various game design patterns

	
		Key Features

		
			Become proficient at traditional 2D and 3D games and VR development
	
			Build amazing interactive interfaces with Unity's UI system
	
			Develop...
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Learning XML, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
In this new edition of the best selling title, the author explains the important and relevant XML technologies and their capabilities clearly and succinctly with plenty of real-life projects and useful examples. He outlines the elements of markup--demystifying concepts such as attributes, entities, and namespaces--and provides enough depth and...
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The Game Maker's Apprentice: Game Development for BeginnersApress, 2006
The Game Maker's Apprentice shows you how to create nine exciting games using the wildly popular Game Maker game creation tool. This book covers a range of genres, including action, adventure, and puzzle games--complete with professional quality sound effects and visuals. It discusses game design theory and features practical examples...
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